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Abstract: To explore the new catheter-special pants design and the application for patients with indwelling catheter after
transurethral prostate resection, 156 patients after transurethral prostate resection were divided into two groups randomly:
experimental group wearing newly designed pants and control group wearing normal pants after transurethral prostate resection;
to compare the state of restlessness and the times patients tearing the catheter secondary fixation tape and pulled out personally
unplanned. Experimental group wearing newly designed pants showed only one case of catheter pulled out, none of fixation tape
was teared, while in the control group, 9 cases of catheter were pulled out personally, 21 cases of tape teared, causing some
degrees of urethral injury, delayed the retention time of catheter. There were significant differences between the two groups. The
application of newly designed pants shielding the catheter decreases the incidence of catheter pullout after transurethral prostate
resection surgery, avoids urethral injury and increased the retention time, improves the functional recovery with no increased cost,
which is worth promoting the application in ordinary clinical nursing.
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1. Introduction
Prostatic hyperplasia is a common disease in the elderly,
and transurethral prostate resection is the golden procedure for
the treatment of prostatic hyperplasia [1-3]. Indwelling
catheter is conventionally applied to tract and oppress the
prostate fossa for hemostasis, drainage of the urine and to
prevent bladder neck stenosis [4, 5]. According to the
literature and in our daily nursing work, patients awaken after
the transurethral prostate resection show expressions of
agitation and noisy, forced out of bed and trying to plug all the
kind of tubes reached, such as oxygen tubes, infusion tube and
catheter [6, 7]. In order to decrease the chance for patients to
pullout the catheter personally for the smooth postoperative
recovery, we designed a new kind of pants which can cover the
urine, to grantee the fixation of catheter during agitation stage.

2. Clinical Data and Methods
2.1. Clinical Data
156 case under transurethral prostate resection in the
Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University from Jan 2015 to
Dec 2015 were collected into the study. 76 cases from Jan
2015 to Jun 2015 were included as control group and 80
cases from Jul 2015 to Dec 2015 were included as
experimental group; aging from 55-92 years old, 71.8 of
average in control group and 72.1 of average in the
experimental group, no significant difference between the
two groups (P > 0.05).
2.2. Methods
20# three chamber silicone catheters were applied to both
groups, urine tubes were injected with 30 ml of liquid for the
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fixation and all the other handling methods were both stayed
the same in both the two groups.
2.2.1. Special Pants Designing
In the control group, the catheters were applied and fixed as
normal method. The experimental group used the newly
designed pants as follows: the new type of pants have special
hole for the urine tube, diaper hanging lace, urine bag pocket,
cover cloth and fixed buckle for adjusting the length; (1) using
the cotton patients pants, making the changes in the left leg.
Open a 10 cm hole 50 cm distant from the belts; (2) making a
cloth pocket 48 cm distant from the belts; (3) making a cover of
5 cm in the left leg, with the bottom unfixed; (4) both the legs,
making buckles 10 and 15 cm from the bottom (Figure 1).

2.2.3. Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences, version 20.0 for Windows. A
two-sided P-value <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

3. Results
Agitation level evaluation: (1) level 0: quiet and
cooperative; (2) level 1: light limb agitation, can be comfort
by talking; (3) level 2: agitated by no stimulation, trying to
resist and to remove the pipe; (4) level 4: incentive struggling,
needs more people to care. Level 1 to 4 is evaluated with
agitation. The agitation cases in the two groups were listed in
Table 1. The cases of catheter fixation and plugged personally
were listed in Table 2. The results showed that by the use of
newly designed pants, the agitation of patients decreased and
patients in level 0 increased, indicating that the patients felt
more comfortable when using the newly designed pants (Table
1). Also, the cases of tearing the fixed tape or plugging the
tube personally decreased, indicating that patients were
willing to remain the catheter (Table 2). In all, the data suggest
the successful application of the newly designed pants.
Table 1. Agitation performance between the two groups.
Groups
Experimental
Control

N
80
76

Level 0
43
14

Level 1
28
32

Level 2
8
21

Level 3
1
9

Table 2. Cased of fixation teared and tube plugged personally in the two
groups.
Groups
Experimental
Control

N
80
76

Fixed tape teared
0
21

Tube plugged personally
1
9

4. Discussion

Figure 1. The newly designed pants.
1: cotton pants as normal; 2: outlet for the urinary catheter; 3: lace for
inner-side hole; 4: diaper hanging lace; 5: bag for the urine bag; 6: curved
opening; 7: cloth cover; 8: buckles; 9: buttonhole.

2.2.2. The Use of Newly Designed Pants
Immediate wear the newly designed pants after the surgery,
fix the outreach of the tube within the thigh medial with
“high-hold the platform method”. The tube is parallel to the
thigh, urethral trigeminal transduction go through the outlet
(Figure 1: position 2). When patients leave the bed, the urinal
bag is placed in the bag (Figure 1: position 5), redundant tube
is fixed with the lace (Figure 1: 4 position) and cover with the
cotton (Figure 1: position 7). The length of the pants can be
adjusted by using the buckles (Figure 1: position 8 and 9).
Families should be accompanied for patients within agitation
period and no tools can be used for the activity restriction.

Patients in the agitated recovery period show excitement
and orientation disorder, performing limb unconscious
movements, irrational words, crying or moaning and delusion
thoughts, which are all belong to the complications of
recovery period [8, 9]. Urine tubes are often needed to be
removed for obvious agitated patients to relief the pain.
Postoperative indwelling catheter is the critical step for
transurethral prostate resection surgery. The application of
newly designed pants which cover the tubes, protected the
patients privacy, decreased unplanned plug, functioned for the
recovery for patients.
4.1. Firm Fixed Catheter Tubes
Normal pants have no special outlet for the catheter, the
tubes often go out from the trousers and fixed on the leg 5 cm
below the position of groin, which is applied in control group.
In this way, the hands of patients would touch the tube and
fixed tape, making the tubes randomly pulled, tape teared or
even the tube pulled out. In the control group, there were 21
cases of fixed tape teared twice, 9 cased of catheter tubes
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pulled out and 1 case of tube plugged twice 48 h
postoperative. In this case, there were a large number of
urethral bleeding, cannot urinate making the blood pressure
drop, and was sent to ICU for drug comfort for 5 days and
carry catheter for 2 weeks. In the experimental group, with
special designed outlet for the tube and fixed and hide tubes
distant from the hands, largely deceased the risks in the
control group. In the experimental group, there is an
Alzheimer’s patients, due to the humpback he cannot be at
supine/sitting position, making the patients severely
agitated and pulled out the tube. Because of the mental
behavior of AD patients, there people show high risk of
pulling out the tube personally, which are the focus of the
study [10-12].

which brings large economic and social benefits, worthy of
clinical promotion.
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